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In this report, we recap the Department of Energy’s weekly report on oil inventories and related factors. We 

include our euro and inventory oil model as well. Although the inventory data will be the primary focus of the 
recap, we will add other data when required.  
 

May 19, 2022 

 

Crude oil prices have moved higher this week, touching technical resistance at $115 per barrel.  

 

 
(Source: Barchart.com) 

 

Crude oil inventories unexpectedly fell 3.4 mb compared to a 1.6 mb build forecast.  The SPR 

declined 5.0 mb, meaning the net draw was 8.4 mb.   
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In the details, U.S. crude oil production rose 0.1 mbpd to 11.9 mbpd.  Exports rose 0.6 mbpd, 

while imports rose 0.3 mbpd.  Refining activity rose 1.8% to 91.8% of capacity.   

 

 
(Sources: DOE, CIM) 

 

The above chart shows the seasonal pattern for crude oil inventories.  This week’s report shows a 

partial reversal of last week’s rise, with rising crude oil exports and increased refinery activity 

offsetting the continued draw from the SPR.  Seasonally, the draw begins in earnest in June.   

 

Refinery utilization is ramping up early this year, reflecting attractive refining margins. 
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Seasonally, refining activity reaches its peak in early June and remains elevated into Labor Day.  

We expect strong demand for product to keep refinery activity at peak levels through the 

summer.   

 

Since the SPR is being used, to some extent, as a buffer stock, we have constructed oil inventory 

charts incorporating both the SPR and commercial inventories. 
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Total stockpiles peaked in 2017 and are now at levels seen in late 2008.  Using total stocks since 

2015, fair value is $89.15.   
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With so many crosscurrents in the oil markets, we see some degree of normalization.  The 

inventory/EUR model suggests oil prices should be around $60 per barrel, so we are seeing about 

$40 of risk premium in the market. 

 

Market news: 

• The Biden administration continues to struggle to craft a clear message regarding oil 

supplies.  Reports revealed the administration canceled auctions for oil and gas drilling 

leases in the Gulf of Mexico (GOM) and Alaska.  To be fair, drillers have not shown 

https://www.wsj.com/articles/biden-administration-cancels-oil-and-gas-drilling-leases-in-gulf-of-mexico-alaska-coast-11652378410?st=tbp3ajo286mq5n5&reflink=desktopwebshare_permalink
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strong interest in Alaska, and legal complications have made bidding a problem in the 

GOM.  The lack of bidding undermines the ability of the industry to boost production.   

o Despite the chilly relations between the oil and gas industry and Washington, 

company profitability remains strong.   

• As supplies of energy tighten, regional shortfalls are being reported, ranging from wider 

jet fuel margins on the East Coast to the Texas grid operator pleading with consumers to 

conserve as high temperatures boost air conditioning demand.  So far, the Texas grid has 

continued to function, but we do note it’s May, and the hottest part of the summer lies 

ahead.  Rising diesel costs are pressuring the transportation industry.  Jet fuel is becoming 

increasingly scarce.  

• In Europe, Spain and Portugal are capping natural gas prices; the EU is also thinking 

about a cap on Russian gas prices.  Often, capping prices leads to supply shortfalls.  Talk 

of price caps is occurring while the EU is attempting to rebuild natural gas inventories 

before next winter.  To date, natural gas stocks are rising in Europe, with inventories at 

normal levels for this time of year.   

 

 
 

• Spain has natural advantages for LNG distribution.  Its ports are generally sheltered from 

weather issues, and being a peninsula, it can create facilities on three sides. However, its 

pipeline network is not developed enough to support increased LNG capacity.   

• As lockdowns in Shanghai ease, China has been making inquiries about LNG supplies.  

Even though this news suggests the economic fallout from zero-COVID may be easing, it 

also could lead to stronger demand for LNG, which is bullish for prices. 

• The most recent IEA report is more optimistic that markets could absorb the loss of 

Russian oil, mainly due to falling consumption.   

https://apnews.com/article/climate-environment-alaska-gulf-of-mexico-191a0e2be4a95f703d9f52a6b5c36895
https://www.axios.com/2022/05/12/biden-cancels-offshore-oil-lease-sales-gulf-alaska?utm_source=newsletter&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=newsletter_axiosgenerate&stream=top
https://www.ft.com/content/84e228a9-9e97-4445-9527-2b7ed80283a7?emailId=6282e875b1a4c70023611216&segmentId=7e94968a-a618-c46d-4d8b-6e2655e68320
https://www.eia.gov/todayinenergy/detail.php?id=52378
https://www.reuters.com/world/us/texas-grid-operator-calls-power-conservation-over-weekend-2022-05-13/
https://www.utilitydive.com/news/after-calls-for-conservation-and-generator-failures-texas-grid-survived-t/623792/
https://www.utilitydive.com/news/after-calls-for-conservation-and-generator-failures-texas-grid-survived-t/623792/
https://www.reuters.com/world/us/texas-heat-wave-points-problems-with-congestion-power-grid-2022-05-17/
https://www.wsj.com/articles/rising-diesel-costs-are-straining-u-s-truckers-shipping-operations-11652376035?st=unpah0edo6keps1&reflink=desktopwebshare_permalink
https://rbnenergy.com/jet-part-3-rebound-in-jet-fuel-demand-renews-pressure-on-stressed-distribution-network
https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2022-05-13/spain-approves-cap-in-europe-s-boldest-effort-to-tame-gas-prices?srnd=premium&sref=uIvt3NFS
https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2022-05-14/eu-considers-gas-price-cap-in-russian-supply-disruption-scenario
https://www.reuters.com/world/europe/europe-high-cost-race-replenish-gas-stocks-2022-05-13/
https://www.ft.com/content/dd4aeffe-d243-49c7-9f4e-152ee54a4f26?emailId=6282e875b1a4c70023611216&segmentId=7e94968a-a618-c46d-4d8b-6e2655e68320
https://www.ft.com/content/dd4aeffe-d243-49c7-9f4e-152ee54a4f26?emailId=6282e875b1a4c70023611216&segmentId=7e94968a-a618-c46d-4d8b-6e2655e68320
https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2022-05-18/china-s-shopping-for-lng-on-hopes-lockdowns-ease-in-the-summer
https://www.reuters.com/business/energy/more-oil-slower-demand-mean-world-can-weather-russian-losses-iea-2022-05-12/
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• Energy leaders suggest Russia will be “permanently decoupled” from the Western energy 

system.  If true, this will likely lead to permanent price differences that won’t be 

arbitraged away.   

• Higher energy prices are leading commodity clearinghouses to lift margin requirements 

dramatically on derivatives.  The rising costs of margin are reducing liquidity and 

potentially lifting risk in the commodity markets.   

• China is aggressively lifting coal production.  At the same time, to keep inflation under 

control, it has price controls in place, leading China’s coal futures markets essentially to 

stop trading.   

• Saudi Aramco (2222, SAR, 42.50) now has the largest market capitalization of any 

publicly traded company in the world.   

 

Geopolitical news:  

• Italian PM Mario Draghi has proposed creating a consumer cartel for oil.  Although we 

doubt this will work, such consideration suggests high oil prices are straining Western 

economies.   

• So far, the EU has not banned Russian oil, as Hungary wants to continue to receive 

Russian supplies for at least two more years.  A deal may not be reached for several 

weeks.   

• European negotiators continue to express optimism that the U.S. and Iran can return to 

the JCPOA.  We continue to harbor serious doubts.   

• In a bid to improve the oil supply situation, the Biden administration has offered to ease 

some sanctions on the Maduro regime.  The relief offered isn’t substantial, and the 

proposal is more about opening negotiations.  We don’t expect Venezuelan oil to flow to 

the U.S. anytime soon.   

• Last week, we noted Iran was cutting subsidies on key foods.  Pasta prices have jumped 

nearly 2.5x over the past month as support has been reduced.  Rising food prices are 

politically unpopular.   

• As the West implemented sanctions on Russia that excluded some elements of energy, 

there has been concern that Russia would retaliate by restricting supplies to Europe.  We 

are seeing growing evidence that Moscow is starting to disrupt oil and gas flows.  Recent 

analysis suggests that ending the importation of Russian gas and oil would cost the EU 

€195 billion. 

• Treasury Secretary Yellen has suggested the EU could create a package of tariffs and a 

price cap on Russian oil in an attempt to reduce dependence on Russia and make the trade 

less favorable for Moscow.   

• Shell (SHEL, USD, 58.16) has announced it has sold its Russian gas stations to Lukoil 

(LKOH, RUB, 4523.50). 

 

Alternative energy/policy news: 

• As CO2 concentrations continue to rise, it is becoming clear that mere reduction programs 

probably won’t be enough to slow accumulations of the gas.  One area attracting attention 

and funding is carbon capture and storage.  This process takes the CO2 generated by 

various processes, captures it at the source, and sends it into underground storage or some 

https://www.ft.com/content/5eb739c6-439a-42df-99fe-19cf9e19749a
https://www.politico.eu/article/war-cause-commodity-cash-call-crunch-financial-regulation/
https://www.reuters.com/markets/commodities/chinas-april-coal-output-leaps-11-year-demand-downturn-looms-2022-05-16/
https://www.reuters.com/markets/commodities/chinas-thermal-coal-futures-mute-beijing-reins-commodity-inflation-2022-05-16/
https://www.reuters.com/markets/commodities/chinas-thermal-coal-futures-mute-beijing-reins-commodity-inflation-2022-05-16/
https://www.ft.com/content/e27fec7b-6afd-4ba4-8e5e-d5d4274f9747?emailId=627c22d0b5e2a70023483371&segmentId=7e94968a-a618-c46d-4d8b-6e2655e68320
https://www.ft.com/content/e27fec7b-6afd-4ba4-8e5e-d5d4274f9747?emailId=627c22d0b5e2a70023483371&segmentId=7e94968a-a618-c46d-4d8b-6e2655e68320
https://www.politico.eu/article/eu-sanctions-deal-josep-borrell-russia-oil-industry/?utm_source=POLITICO.EU&utm_campaign=e105141975-EMAIL_CAMPAIGN_2022_05_17_04_51&utm_medium=email&utm_term=0_10959edeb5-e105141975-190480045
https://www.politico.eu/article/eu-sanctions-deal-josep-borrell-russia-oil-industry/?utm_source=POLITICO.EU&utm_campaign=e105141975-EMAIL_CAMPAIGN_2022_05_17_04_51&utm_medium=email&utm_term=0_10959edeb5-e105141975-190480045
https://amwaj.media/media-monitor/major-differences-remain-as-eu-tries-to-salvage-the-iran-nuclear-deal
https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2022-05-17/us-to-lift-some-sanctions-on-venezuelan-oil-ease-chevron-talks
https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2022-05-17/us-to-lift-some-sanctions-on-venezuelan-oil-ease-chevron-talks
https://www.nytimes.com/2022/05/17/us/politics/us-venezuela-oil-sanctions.html?smid=url-share
https://amwaj.media/media-monitor/price-of-macaroni-skyrockets-in-iran-after-flour-subsidies-reduced
https://amwaj.media/media-monitor/price-of-macaroni-skyrockets-in-iran-after-flour-subsidies-reduced
https://www.ft.com/content/d5e42eae-2387-4893-ab4e-7b58478f23e0?emailId=627dd669143b5b00233bde4f&segmentId=22011ee7-896a-8c4c-22a0-7603348b7f22
https://www.ft.com/content/2aef066b-3cdb-49c2-9258-38575b4ad799?utm_source=newsletter&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=newsletter_axiosgenerate&stream=top
https://www.ft.com/content/2aef066b-3cdb-49c2-9258-38575b4ad799?utm_source=newsletter&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=newsletter_axiosgenerate&stream=top
https://www.ft.com/content/15b6b14d-89e2-45b0-a79f-b8358cb45f52?emailId=62846f91f0cabd002309ed27&segmentId=22011ee7-896a-8c4c-22a0-7603348b7f22
https://www.reuters.com/world/us-suggest-tariffs-russian-oil-alternative-embargoes-officials-2022-05-17/
https://www.reuters.com/world/us-suggest-tariffs-russian-oil-alternative-embargoes-officials-2022-05-17/
https://www.bbc.com/news/business-61424715?utm_source=Eurasia+Group+Signal&utm_campaign=f2d74da37a-EMAIL_CAMPAIGN_2022_05_13_11_10&utm_medium=email&utm_term=0_e605619869-f2d74da37a-134308033
https://www.ft.com/content/86eaee04-40e8-4942-b816-33b66534e6f8?emailId=6282e875b1a4c70023611216&segmentId=7e94968a-a618-c46d-4d8b-6e2655e68320
https://www.axios.com/2021/11/29/co2-carbon-capture-iea-emissions-climate-change?utm_source=newsletter&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=newsletter_axiosgenerate&stream=top
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other disposal method.  BP (BP, USD, 31.49) and Linde (LIN, USD, 371.18) announced 

a venture to capture greenhouse gases in Houston.   

• Another potential action is geoengineering, which can cover everything from directly 

cooling the earth to other forms of carbon storage.  However, governments are leery of 

private actors or other governments essentially conducting climate experiments that may 

have uncertain outcomes.   

• Although commodity demand will always be cyclical, the structural demand for metals 

required for transitioning to EVs will likely support prices for an extended period.  EVs 

are starting to have an impact on easing demand for gasoline.   

• EU companies are supporting a measure that would outlaw the sale of new gas and diesel 

vehicles by 2035.  Policies such as these have a dampening effect on oil and gas 

investment.   

• One solution to expanding hydrogen use is to send the gas, along with natural gas, using 

existing natural gas pipelines.   

 

 

 
 
Past performance is no guarantee of future results.  Information provided in this report is for educational and illustrative purposes 
only and should not be construed as individualized investment advice or a recommendation.  Any investment or strategy discussed 
may not be suitable for all investors.  Investors must make their own decisions based on their specific investment objectives and 
financial circumstances.  Opinions expressed are current as of the date shown and are subject to change. 
 

This report was prepared by Confluence Investment Management LLC and reflects the current opinion of the authors. It is based 
upon sources and data believed to be accurate and reliable. Opinions and forward-looking statements expressed are subject to 
change. This is not a solicitation or an offer to buy or sell any security. 

https://www.reuters.com/markets/carbon/bp-linde-plan-carbon-capture-project-near-houston-2022-05-17/
https://www.theguardian.com/environment/2022/may/17/climate-geoengineering-must-be-regulated-says-former-wto-head?utm_term=Autofeed&CMP=twt_gu&utm_source=Twitter&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=newsletter_axiosgenerate&stream=top
https://rbnenergy.com/tell-it-like-it-is-part-3-sourcing-energy-transition-materials-in-a-not-too-friendly-world
https://assets.bbhub.io/professional/sites/24/BloombergNEF-Zero-Emission-Vehicles-Progress-Dashboard-May-2022.pdf?utm_source=newsletter&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=newsletter_axiosgenerate&stream=top
https://www.ft.com/content/32602ca3-4a97-46ca-bf78-2c2d0eb46979?emailId=62831cfeb1a4c7002361cbed&segmentId=22011ee7-896a-8c4c-22a0-7603348b7f22
https://rbnenergy.com/reunited-hydrogen-and-natural-gas-are-back-in-the-news-and-in-the-pipeline

